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Why undertake this project?
The COVID-19 pandemic has produced significant economic and social challenges quite like nothing we have
witnessed before. It was the first time in recent history where a problem, in the form of a virus, disrupted
people and society on a global scale. The COVID-19 virus ─ although global in nature ─ has had significant
impacts both in terms of its health effects as well as the disruption it has caused on local businesses and the
economy more generally. Given the unprecedented nature of the pandemic, it was important to study its
impacts as it relates to the local workforce and labour markets. As a result, the Workforce Planning Board of
Waterloo Wellington and Dufferin, along with nine other Workforce Planning Boards of Southwestern
Ontario, initiated a project to examine the effects of COVID-19 on the local labour markets. The Workforce
Planning Board used a scenario-based planning research approach which provided strategic insights for the
local economy and labour markets.
Scenario-based planning is a collaborative and systematic approach to facilitate strategic planning which allows
for the identification and management of the possible outcomes of a set of future scenarios. These
scenarios relate to a given issue or question developed by a specific problem. Applying this framework, this
project intends to gain strategic foresight into the labour markets stemming from the problems caused by
COVID-19. The aim of the scenario planning project is to develop a set of scenarios for local businesses and
stakeholders which can act as reference points for a post-pandemic labour market outlook. Specifically, this
report will discuss and present four scenarios that may be possible outcomes in an effort to minimize any
unexpected surprises which the region’s labour markets may face. Stakeholders and businesses can use these
possible futures to prepare proactive responses as one, or more, scenarios emerge.
The project was initiated in August 2020 with assistance from project partners including Libro Credit Union,
Ontario Tourism Innovation Lab, and the Western Ontario Wardens Caucus. Local employers, municipal
partners and community organizations acted as project informants and provided important insights into how
they and their organization and stakeholders have been impacted by the pandemic.
These four probable future scenarios explore local impacts on the labour market. Based on these four
scenarios, there is an opportunity to develop programs, practices and interventions that can minimize shock as
these changes happen. Furthermore, specific actions and initiatives were recommended so that employment
and training services, government, education, and community leaders can implement plans to help bridge the
skills gaps, or workforce challenges, which may emerge in each scenario.
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Executive Summary
The Workforce Planning Board of Waterloo Wellington and Dufferin undertook this project to examine the
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on local labour markets and to look at how the post-COVID-19 economy may
look as we move through and out of the pandemic. Local employers and stakeholders strongly believe that
skills shortages and cash flow challenges are the greatest uncertainties for our labour markets in the
post-pandemic economy. Using this insight combined with research, this project was able to present four
alternative scenarios centered on these uncertainties.
As a community, we can start to discuss these scenarios and what we might do in the event that one or more
of these scenarios occurs in the coming months and years. The success of our post-pandemic economy will
depend on how successful we plan and prepare for the new emerging labour market realities.
We invite businesses, local organizations, and government to use this report to envision and plan for these
potential economic futures. Although not every scenario or recommendation is relatable to all industries or
organizations, the scenarios and recommendations nonetheless provide important insights into how our
economy and labour markets could look in the next 12-24 months. We are confident that industries and
organizations will be able to use this report in whole, or in part, to strategically plan for their futures. Your
clients, consumers, vendors and employees may be affected by some of these changes which may
inadvertently affect your business. This is a chance to think about possibilities.
This document, as presented now, will change as the economic realities change. The Workforce Planning Board
of Waterloo Wellington and Dufferin will continue to work with businesses and organizations to hear how
changes are happening and what new challenges may face our local economy. This may change the scenarios
as we move forward, but the community needs a point to start. We are happy to connect with organizations
and coalitions to talk about these scenarios and to facilitate planning for these futures. This Scenario Planning
Project is just our first step in helping our community re-build for the future.
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PART I

THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC

Introduction
On January 25, 2020, the first case of COVID-19 was confirmed in Canada.1 By March 11 2020, the World
Health Organization had declared COVID-19 as a worldwide pandemic caused by severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). On March 17, 2020 Ontario announced its first COVID-19 death and the
province of Ontario declared a provincial state of emergency under the Emergency Management and Civil
Protection Act. On March 23, 2020 all non-essential businesses in Ontario were ordered to be closed for 14
days.
During the early months of the pandemic, infection rates and active cases were on the rise in Ontario as public
health officials were learning to deal with the health challenges and uncertainty brought by the virus. By the
end of July 2020, many regions of Ontario began to re-open as active cases began to decrease in the summer
months. By January 25 2021, a year after the first case of COVID-19 was confirmed, Canada had over 19,000
deaths and over 750,000 confirmed cases.2 Due to the surge in infections one year into the
pandemic, Ontario declared a second state of emergency order on January 12, 2021 with additional
stay-at-home orders.
As a result of the pandemic, both the health of Canadians and the economy were severely affected. Given the
importance of containing the virus, stay-at-home orders and closure of non-essential businesses have had an
adverse effect on the economy. This report examines COVID-19 as it relates to the local workforce and labour
markets within the regions of Waterloo, Wellington and Dufferin. This report studied how COVID-19 has
affected the local economy and workforce and how the region’s communities can better prepare itself for the
emerging economic and labour market realities of the next 12-24 months.
Often in the policy world, a large-scale problem, such as a pandemic and its resulting changes to our economy,
offer a unique “window of opportunity” in which society, businesses and government can work to create new
and improved forms of economic activity which would not have been possible had such drastic changes not
occurred. It can be said that, it is difficult to be optimistic when Canada has shed over 2 million jobs becuase of
the COVID-19 lockdowns.3 But with this project, we can plan for the changes expected to come so that we can
create opportunities which will improve and develop our workforce in the months and years ahead.
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Report Structure
Part I of this report examines the past, present and future of the COVID-19 pandemic that started in early 2020
and continues into 2021. It examines the origins of the virus and its impact on society and the workforce. It
also discusses the methodology used in the eight-step Scenario Planning Process used for this project. Lastly, it
outlines how stakeholders can benefit from using the information in this report.
Part II of the report looks at a four-step recovery timeline of React, Restart, Recover and Resiliency. Each of the
four scenarios looks at the post-COVID-19 world in the context of the React, Restart, Recover and Resiliency
stages. Part II also examines the past, present and future of the pandemic. It provides the context for the
scenarios based on where we have been, where we are, and where we expect to be by 2022.
Part III of the report examines the post-pandemic econmic scenarios. The Scenario Planning Process was used
to develop four possible futures. Focussing on the workforce, these scenarios can help develop community
action and strategic plans to help organizations identify and plan for opportunities and challenges.
Part IV of the report provides recommendations for government, education and training providers, and
employers which address the project’s focal issue of what new practices, programs, and other interventions
will need to be put in place in order to address the needs of the labour market in the next 12-24 months.
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Research Methodology
The scenario planning research model used for this report is based on the scenario planning research
methodology first developed in the 1970s by Royal Dutch/Shell. Since then, scenario planning has been used
by various industries to plan for social and economic uncertainties ahead. Through in-depth interviews, focus
groups and key-stakeholder surveys, researchers are able to develop scenarios which look into the future and
provide insights for the better preparedness of industries and the workforce.
The research methodology for this report consisted of an eight-step systematic process which ultimately
resulted in developing four scenarios from two critical uncertainties.
The eight-step scenario planning process includes:

The first-step was to determine the problem at hand or the focal issue. The focal issue for this project in light of
COVID-19 was:

What new practices, programs, and other interventions will need to be put in place in
order to address the needs of the labour market in the next 12- 24 months
Using the scenario planning methodology, the report sought to determine recommendations for policies,
programing and investments in areas that were seen as necessary and as a priority.
The focal issue contained a set of sub-questions which helped guide this research. They include:
•
•
•
•
•

In what ways has COVID-19 changed the labour markets?
What workforces and industries have been most affected positively and negatively?
What skills will be in demand in the next 12-24 months?
How will industries cope with the changes and seek to overcome challenges?
What new business and industry standards will change and emerge?
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Key stakeholders were identified and consulted over a four month period to determine the key factors
affecting each participant’s organization and their wider industry due to the changes brought by COVID-19. The
primary research separated the focal issue into two separate categories which helped guide the interviews and
focus groups. The two categories included: 1) What key internal factors are influencing your organizations at
the moment, and 2) What are the key external issues impacting your organization at the moment? Over 100
different key internal and external factor were identified which helped guide the research findings. External
factors were collected through research, literature reviews and sharing of resources with other Workforce
Planning Board researchers.
The key factors were collected and analyzed, then grouped into a total of 11 critical uncertainties. These 11
critical uncertainties were then reviewed with the Waterloo, Wellington and Dufferin Scenario Planning
Committee members to narrow it down to two critical uncertainties that were the most important and the
most difficult to solve for. After consultation, and through a vote process, two clear critical uncertainties
emerged as being the most important and necessary for informing the scenarios.
These two critical uncertainties became the foundation for the research and were developed into four
scenarios. Further examination was undertaken with follow-up interviews and focus groups to determine how
the focal issue changed and how each industry may change under the scenarios. Workforce-focused strategies
were considered and developed based on the possible future scenarios. Possible actions, interventions,
recommendations and programs were brainstormed as part of the information gathering process which helped
inform possible solutions to the workforce challenges.
Measureable indicators were identified which related to each of the four identified
scenarios. These are used to monitor how the two critical uncertainties are
trending and which of the four scenarios may become reality. This is done
through a Google Data Studio dashboard and will include such
indicators as employment levels, economic activity, and level
of spread of the COVID-19 virus ─ a real-time technical
measurement of each scenario.
Stakeholders can use the information provided as an
opportunity to explore four possible workforce-related
outcomes caused by the pandemic. This information
can then be used as part of their strategic planning
process.
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How to Use This Report
This report provides local employers, government, community organizations and educational institutions with
strategical insights into their decision-making processes for the coming months and year. Decision makers can
develop plans to proactively respond to the challenges of the four future scenarios developed as the COVID-19
situation evolves. Moreover, this report can be used as part of the strategic planning process when considering
job growth, re-skilling, workforce development and economic growth programs.
When reading this report, discuss how your organization would be impacted in each of the scenarios. Consider
how your organization would plan in a given scenario in terms of a business closure, skills shortages or
continued pandemic. Furthermore, it is helpful to manage and strategize how your organization and
community will navigate through the React, Restart, Recover and Resiliency stages which will provide a
relatively low-cost approach for planning ahead. Some of the questions to consider when reading this report
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What stage are you currently in?
What programs and supports do you need to
support you in this new reality?
How would you mitigate the problems in each of
these scenarios?
What are the challenges?
Where are the opportunities?
What recommendations will help your
organization?

Benefits of scenario-based planning:
• Provides framework for managing the
unprecedented uncertainty posed by COVID-19.
•Supports proactive decision-making by
identifying challenges, opportunities, and
potential actions well in advance.
•Encourages a holistic and collaborative approach
to planning that manages system complexity and
ensures the COVID-19 Economic Recovery Plans
will be robust, comprehensive, and capable of
withstanding all future scenarios.

The report’s accompanying dashboard includes pertinent labour market intelligence that will help decision
makers:
•
•
•
•
•

Gain knowledge, review evidence, and examine community-supported recommendations for actions		
that improve labour market conditions across Waterloo Welington Dufferin.
Identify current and projected skills shortages resulting from the economic impacts and government 		
investments in healthcare, manufacturing, construction, public administration and other
industries specific to the region.
Identify current and emerging issues impacting labour market adjustment in key sectors such as
Accommodation and Food Services, Manufacturing.
Identify areas for potential value-added growth and innovation that emerge as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic and its restructuring of consumer and business needs.
Recommend potential initiatives that will bridge the gaps between labour market supply and demand 		
up to June, 2022.

This report is current as of April 2021. The situation will change and moving towards one scenario may shift in
3 to 4 months so thinking about all solutions is important.
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PART II

Past, Present
and Future

Project Overview
This document is intended to broaden and deepen the conversation and planning about next steps in
addressing the present and future economic and social impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic in the Region of
Waterloo, Wellington County and Dufferin County.
This next part provides:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

An overview of the recovery timeline, describing four stages of recovery that are the conceptual basis 		
for how the economy as a whole, individual sectors, and individual businesses will progress through the
crisis.
A summary of the past, describing issues since the start of the pandemic that are not relevant to the 		
current situation but provide important historical context.
An overview of the present, describing the impacts that have already been felt, impacts we can
anticipate, initiatives that have already been launched, and other ideas for potential actions that are 		
being explored in the region.
An overview of the future, describing a set of preliminary socio-economic scenarios that have been 		
developed by the Waterloo, Wellington and Dufferin Scenario Planning Committee.
Recommendations and the preliminary design of potential labour market and workforce initiatives up 		
to June, 2022.

Using this current status overview and this set of preliminary future scenarios, the Waterloo, Wellington and
Dufferin Scenario Planning Committee members, businesses, and community leaders expect to continue
discussions to identify initiatives that can be put in place today, and in future scenarios.
The committee consists of economic development representatives from the Region of Waterloo, City of
Guelph, Wellington County, Dufferin County, Town of Orangeville and Town of Shelburne. Project Read Literacy
Network and Conestoga College, representing Employment Ontario and employment services and the
postsecondary sector, are also included in the committee.
Steps of Scenario Planning
Identify key factors
Identify critical uncertainties and scenario matrix
Build out scenarios and action plans with stakeholders
Revise and validate scenarios and action plans
Publish and incorporate into Economic Recovery Plan
Track scenario indicators, continously adapt plan
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Recovery Timeline
Through discussions with the Waterloo, Wellington and Dufferin Scenario Planning Committee, we have
identified and acted upon recommendations for the REACT and RESTART phases, which are summarized in the
next section of this report. The next step in developing a recovery plan is to begin planning for the RECOVER
and RESILIENCY phases, which could span from today to 3+ years into the future. Continued uncertainty about
the progression of the COVID-19 pandemic as well as its long-term impacts on the global economy mean that a
scenario-based approach is required to plan proactively for these stages of recovery.
Present-Based Planning
React
• Adjusting to lockdown conditions and new restrictions, accessing remedies, taking short-term and
reactive actions. Priority is staying afloat.

Restart
Adjusting to new, more stable conditions that permit a certain level of business activity, while still
relying on temporary remedies and preparing for potentially serious threats including new
lockdowns. Priority is reaching a new steady state.

•

Scenario-Based Planning
•

•

Recover
A new steady state, or new normal, is sustainably achieved. Depending on the sector, this may
represent a return to pre-COVID-19 levels of activity. Businesses may still be dealing with the
impacts of downturn in other sectors or in the economy as a whole. Priority is long-term
investments and changes to business model that enable success in the new normal.

Resiliency
The benefits of investments and long-term changes made in the recover phase are felt. Whether
as a result of these changes, or the end of the COVID-19 crisis as a whole, businesses become
impervious to negative impacts related to COVID-19. Priority is growth beyond the COVID-19
crisis.

Not every sector will progress through these stages at the same rate. As of March 2021, some may still be
transitioning from REACT to RESTART, while others are entering the RECOVER stage. Below is a timeline of how
key sectors in Waterloo Region, Wellington County and Dufferin County have progressed through the crisis to
date, based on our knowledge from discussions with local industry stakeholders.
Post-Pandemic Economic Scenarios Planning Project 15

React
Industry

Mar Apr
20
20

Restart

Recover

May June July Aug Sept Oct
20 20
20 20
20
20

Accommodation & Food
Services
Agriculture
Construction
Education
Finance, Insurance, Real
Estate & Leasing
Information, Culture &
Recreation
Information Technology
Logistics, Transportation &
Warehousing
Manufacturing
Public Administration
Retail (except grocery &
essentials)
Tourism & Hospitality
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Nov Dec
20
20

Jan Feb
21 21

Mar
21

The past impacts we have already felt up to October 2020
The Workforce Planning Board of Waterloo Wellington and Dufferin encompasses a large geographic region
with a diverse workforce and economy. Across the Region, with the closure of non-essential businesses, there
was a shift to work-from-home among some sectors and their workforce. In some industries, there was talk
of releasing office space with the intent that the pandemic would last a long time and that work-from-home
would be permanent. For example, the technology company Shopify decided to sub-lease 2/3 of its Waterloo
office space and Google, along with other tech companies, decided that staff would work from home for the
balance of the calendar year, and possibly beyond. Even in February of 2021, SunLife announced that they
would not be returning to two of their properties in the City of Waterloo. In some of these organizations and
industries, full staff will not be returning to the workplace until vaccines are widespread.
In almost all industries, there was a decline in employment between March and June 2020. From June 2020,
industries varied as to how quickly they rebounded or if they rebounded at all. According to the Labour Force
Survey data released by Statistics Canada in September, nearly three-quarters of the 3.4 million Canadians,
who were working from home at the start of the pandemic, were still working remotely in August 2020. 4
Therefore, only a fraction of employees who began working from home at the start of the pandemic, returned
back to the office for work six months after Ontario’s first closure of non-essential businesses order in March
2020. The ramifications from this were felt beyond the office workers, with businesses that were
stationed around workplaces, such as restaurants, coffee shops and retail stores, taking the biggest hit due to
the lack of customers to serve and the restrictions placed on their businesses.
Manufacturing and parts of the construction sector faced short-term closures. Companies did temporary
lay-offs in the beginning stages of the pandemic when the government issued closure orders on March 23,
2020. Some past insights to this industry include:
• With the development of safety and government protocols and the acquiring of personal protective
equipment, many companies started to bring back their workforces within shorter timelines than other
industries.
• Residential construction, deemed essential by the government, kept many members of the
construction workforce employed and some had a short turnaround of 1 to 5 days where they put safety
measures in order.
• A survey conducted in September of 2020 by the Ontario Construction Secretariat found that 46% of
• employers in the construction industry said it was more difficult finding skilled labour in 2020 than in 2019. 5
The greater region of Waterloo, Wellington and Dufferin also has a large and extensive healthcare sector which
includes eight hospitals, numerous long-term care facilities and specialised medical clinics. Some past insights
to this industry include:
• There has been a strong demand for front-line workers in long-term care homes, home care companies and
in hospitals, especially nurses and personal support workers along with dieticians.
• The government’s decision to have front-line staff work at only one long-term care location at a time has
created a demand for health care workers to backfill vacancies.
• This issue has really affected the rural areas of the Region where one group identified the shortage as a
“crisis.”
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With respect to the agricultural industry in our region, they faced quite a difficult spring in 2020. In terms of
agricultural workers. Some past insights into this industry include:
• Some crop farmers in Dufferin County were able to secure their temporary foreign workers before
shut-down. Others, however, who would normally see their workforce arrive between March and May
to assist with crop production and harvest, did not see workers arrive until June and those workers were
required to self-isolate which meant many farmers did not see skilled labour until July.
• Most farmers were able to have a successful 2020 season once their workers were out of isolation.
For retail trade and transportation and warehousing, initial analysis showed some contradictory data. While
on-line job postings showed available positions in these industries to often be in the top 10 for demand, both
industries saw declining employment numbers between March and June. Some past insights into this industry
include:
• Grocery stores and other essential goods stores, on the other hand, remained open to ensure people could
get access to necessities.
• Retailers used curbside pick-up and on-line methods to sell products and goods.
• To keep retail stores stocked and to ensure home delivery, transportation and warehousing required more
workers, in the form of drivers, to deliver goods to stores and to homes.
• Since June, both industries saw their employment levels rise with the re-opening of stores at the end of
October which also provided a needed boost.
Two industries that saw a larger drop between March and June were finance and insurance and educational
services. These two industries both pivoted to work from home models but it appears staff were let go or left
the industry. Since June, the numbers have continued to decline into the fall.
Arts, entertainment and recreation and accommodation and food services industries were hit hard in the
beginning stages of the pandemic and continue to face significant challenges with declining revenues from
business closures. Some past insights into this industry include:
• The move to take-out allowed restaurants to retain kitchen staff but servers were often laid-off given the
restrictions on dining-in.
• Opening patios slowed the declining employment levels, and in some areas, restaurants reported that they
managed to get 75% or more of their revenues from the previous summer.
• It was still estimated that 1 in 10 independent restaurants permanently closed in Canada as of June 2020.6
• Some hotels pivoted their services to also offer a work-from-a-hotel model for those workers whose homes
were too busy for business meetings.
• Arts, entertainment and recreation companies often did not hire summer students and cross-trained their
staff to fill roles as they needed them.
• They also tried to create COVID-19 safe events to keep themselves going and continue their businesses and
services including drive-through programs such a theater shows and concert events.
• From June 2020 to the fall season, both industries saw some recovery in employment levels.
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THE PRESENT: Impacts and actions in the short-term
Impacts felt from November 2020 to January 2021
The impacts COVID-19 have been felt very differently across industries and across the three areas of Waterloo,
Wellington and Dufferin. The impacts on the labor markets vary in terms of industry as well as region.
Employment figures are an important early determinant of economic wellbeing and provide important insights
into where the economy is headed and what industries have been most affected.
We examined employment levels for the ages of 15 years and up for the larger Economic Region to determine
how industries were doing based on employment. Barrie and Simcoe County also make up this area.
NAICS Industry
Agriculture, forestry

Employment Level Shift from
March 2020 to January 2021
Up 2,300

Trend in Employment Numbers
November 2020 to January 2021
leveling trend

Construction

Up 4,200

slight decrease

Manufacturing

Up 14,900

leveling trend

Wholesale trade

Down 6,600

slight decrease

Retail trade

Down 3,700

upwards trend

Transportation & warehousing

Up 200

upwards trend

Information & cultural

Down 3,400

upwards trend

Finance & insurance

Down 4,300

upwards trend

Real estate, rental

Down 4,100

leveling trend

Professional, sci & tech

Up 2,400

slight increase

Admin, support & waste mgmt

Down 6,400

downwards trend

Educational services

Down 25,800

upwards trend

Health care

Down 16,000

downwards trend

Arts, entertainment, rec

Down 4,500

downwards trend

Accommodation & food

Down 12,000

downwards trend

Other services

Up 7,200

downwards trend

Public admin

Up 3,200

upwards trend

Source: Labour Force Survey
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Accommodation and food services were able to extend their patios with the warmer weather which helped
maintain revenues for many restaurants but lost revenues during the slow holiday season. The food services
industry is estimated to be the 4th largest source of private sector jobs in Canada, employing about 1.2
7
million Canadians. Although restaurants started to see some growth in the summer, there were still roughly
8
400,000 people out of work as of July 2020. Local employment is still significantly below pre-COVID-19 levels
with 12,000 people still unemployed (March 2020-January 2021).
The December 2020 holiday season for many businesses was not as busy, or as profitable, as expected due to
the pending second wave at the time and the extra health measures implemented. The continued border
closure has also had an effect on businesses in terms of sales. The second lockdown, enacted on December
26th, continued to hurt small businesses across the region, with all non-essential businesses closing and
restaurants moving back to a takeout system. Waterloo Region’s accommodation and food services
industry has been much harder hit when compared to other areas of the region. With employment being half
of what it was in March 2020.
Educational services hit its lowest employment level in December 2020. With three universities, two colleges
and the school boards, this drop in educational services is very much a concern. Educational services in
Waterloo and Guelph employed a significant amount of people prior to the pandemic. While front-line services
continued (teachers, custodians, etc.), the people who lost their employment have been providing other
services that are no longer needed with fewer students on campus.
Transportation and warehousing is seeing growing employment levels which looks to be a trend that may
continue as consumers shift their spending behaviours. Improvements in supply chains are also supporting
further growth in this industry. Such shifts are having impacts in other industries that rely on these supply
chains such as manufacturing and construction. Some increased costs associated with accessing supplies are
being passed onto consumers. Although much of the manufacturing industry has reached pre-COVID-19
employment levels, 80% of Canadian manufacturers are experiencing immediate labour and skills shortages
9
which have become worse due to the pandemic.
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When it comes to workforce impacts, the larger region encompassing Waterloo, Wellington and Dufferin
seems to be recovering towards pre-pandemic levels. The chart below highlights the unemployment
numbers for February, June and November for the areas of Canada, Ontario, Kitchener-Waterloo-Cambridge
CMA, Guelph CMA and the rural areas of the Economic Region (this last area does include Simcoe County
minus the Barrie CMA). January was the first month of our second lock-down.

Unemployment Rates
February-June-November-January

14.9
13

12.4 12.2

11.1
8.8

5.6

9.4

9.4

9.1

8
7

5.3 5.5

5.1

5

10.2

7.8
6

2.8

February 2020
Canada

June 2020
Ontario

November 2020
K-W-C CMA

Guelph CMA

January 2021
Rural

Source: Statistics Canada table 14-10-0294-01 and Estimations done by WPBWWD based upon previous table and
Table 14-10-0293-01

In November, the Waterloo Region CMA tracked closely with the Ontario unemployment rate numbers, but by
January 2021, the Waterloo Region CMA unemployment rate surpassed that of the province. The Guelph CMA
was significantly impacted in June when employment levels decreased but returned to single digit
unemployment much quicker when compared to the Waterloo Region CMA. The Guelph CMA unemployment
rate was sitting at 7% in November 2020 whereas the Waterloo Region CMA was at 9.1% for the same period.
The rural areas of the Economic Region are a calculated estimation as their data is harder to pull. The impact
was significant for this area between March 2020 and June 2020 with the unemployment rate going to almost
4x the February 2020 rate. However, the unemployment rate for the rural area fell much quicker than it did
in comparison to the region’s urban areas and was at 5% in November 2020 but went up to 7.8% in January
2021. In addition to having a lower unemployment rate, the rural areas have also seen their participation rates
exceed pre-pandemic rates which means more people are engaging with the labour market.
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Impacts we can anticipate through the RESTART phase:
The “restart” phase can be considered as the stage in which the economy and workforce begin to adjust to a
“new normal” which include continuous planning to adjust to both increased COVID-19 cases and ensuing
lockdowns. The regions of Waterloo, Wellington and Dufferin have been spared full lockdowns and instead
stayed within “Orange” and “Red” stages which meant that non-essential businesses could stay open but with
extra precautions. That continued until December 26, 2020 and then on January 14th, 2021, the Government
of Ontario issued a stay-at-home order requiring everyone to remain at home and for non-essential businesses
to remain closed. Lessening in-person contact has been the primary goal of these stay-at-home orders. Such
protocols and procedures have become common since March 2020 with businesses and employees doing their
best to adjust to this new normal.
Some of the impacts anticipated through the “restart” phase include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Work-from-home is more common for businesses that are able and can afford to do so. Some
businesses have switched to hybrid models which will split staff work between the home and the office.
Extra safety precautions such as masks, hand sanitization at the door, limited amounts of people in a 		
space, physical distancing and on-line order pick-ups is normalized for many retail businesses.
Businesses which rely on walk-in clientele, such as barber shops, banks and restaurants, now need
clients to make reservations or book ahead of time to be served. This model means fewer people 		
served in a day and fewer staff in.
Banquet halls, convention centres, in-person workshops and office parties have been cancelled. This 		
has been a revenue hit for the accommodation and food services and arts and entertainment industries
that usually have strong summer and holiday seasons.
Businesses need to adopt on-line platforms for growth and success. This is driving transportation
positions, and in some cases, IT positions, as customers want home
deliveries and businesses seek more support going online. This adds extra stress to small business
owners who have to transition and adapt to new methods of sales.
Frontline and essential workers are overworked: health care workers are reporting burnout with some
leaving the industry altogether, while others are seeing their work hours increase.
Long-term care facilities continue having hiring and management challenges with high COVID-19
infections and deaths. Vaccinations have helped with some worker fears.
Online classes for students in schools, universities and colleges have become widespread.
Online hiring and recruitment has become common for many industries. Both employers and
candidates are trying to navigate this new form of communications and hiring.
Many workers and business owners are reporting higher stress levels and concerns about their mental 		
health.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demand for office is shifting with many businesses not returning to these offices at full capacity.
Supply chain challenges exist and improvements are being considered around inventory controls and 		
warehousing.
Border closures and low immigration numbers are impacting industries that rely on this workforce.
More men are able to secure employment and are using Employment Ontario services more in
comparison to women.
Women continue to experience challenges due to family needs, online schooling, work from home 		
concerns and tending to sick family members.
COVID-19 testing when sick or exposed to someone with the virus is resulting in many
companies developing policies around this with other staff stepping in to work more hours for
co-workers.
Time off to test and isolate, other staff picking up hours, owners covering shifts.

Existing, ongoing, and planned REACT and RESTART initiatives
Financial support in Ontario has been provided by the federal and
provincial governments. These are provided to individuals,
businesses, and support organizations. Federally, businesses can
see supported payroll costs through the Canadian Emergency Wage
Subsidy (CEWS), a program available until June 2021 which covers
up to 75% of an employees’ wages. The Work Sharing income
support program has been extended from 38 to 76 weeks. To
support youth in the workforce, the 2021 Canada Summer Jobs
program has funding for up to 120,000 job opportunities.10 Each
program is designed to assist businesses in maintaining their
workforce as they go through the React and Restart stages.
The federal government has provided the following financial
support programs to assist businesses with the costs associated
with their operations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Canada Emergency Business Account (CEBA) interest free loans
Canada Emergency Rent Subsidy (CERS)
Loan Guarantee for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises
Co-Lending Program for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises
Regional Relief and Recovery Fund
Canada United Small Business Fund
Black Entrepreneurship Loan Fund
Mid-Market Financing Fund
Mid-Market Guarantee and Financing Program
Large Employer Emergency Financing Facility (LEEFF)
Sector specific support in academic research; agriculture;
agri-food; air transportation; construction; culture, heritage and
sport; energy; infrastructure; mining; and tourism.11
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Small businesses in Ontario are supported through the React and Restart phases through the following
provincial funding programs:
•
•
•
•

Ontario Small Business Support Grant
Ontario Mainstreet Relief Grant (PPE support)
Property tax deferrals
Energy cost rebates 12

Some of the existing, ongoing and planned “react” and “restart” initiatives specific to our region include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Guelph’s Mayor’s Recovery Table, Dufferin and Orangeville recovery groups, Business and
Economic Support Team Waterloo Region: all listening to key stakeholders, deciding actions early on 		
and sharing resources to support businesses
Local governments developed plans and funding sources to support businesses where possible;
economic development surveys identifying needs going forward, small supports
Public Health identified what businesses need to do to meet legislative requirements
Seminars supported businesses: public health talked to business, restaurant industry was targeted by a 		
recovery table committee, support for mental health for business owners
Youth research done to determine how best to support youth through pandemic and support actions
Several groups exploring mental health workshops for workfoce and small business owners:
understanding mental health, how to cope with stress, how to identify declining mental health in
yourself
Virtual job fairs: manufacturing, construction and health care have greatest demands
Committee to discuss rural crisis around lack of personal support workers
Ontario Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association leading conversations around temporary workers and 		
best approaches.
Phase 1 of vaccinations underway and starting Phase 2

Ideas for additional REACT, RESTART, and early RECOVER initiatives
Some of the additional “react,” “restart” and “recovery” initiatives could include:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Additional support for local and regional projects with a focus on entrepreneurship and small business.
Expand Digital Main Street support and involve post-secondary students to assist organizations in
creating an online presence. This can be a work integrated learning (WIL) opportunity for students – 		
chamber may be great connectors.
Develop rapid demand-led training opportunities to prepare people for current and future jobs. These 		
opportunities must include a work placement to give hands-on, real world training.
Facilitate local essential worker registries to fast match labour supply to immediate in-demand
opportunities.
Conduct an inventory of available training opportunities so gaps can be identified. Catalogue these 		
opportunities into a user friendly, searchable database so individuals can easily map their
current skills and determine where to get the skills they need for future opportunities. This includes 		
developing programs to assist individuals to better understand the skills they have and how these can 		
transfer to new roles.
Develop targeted training for employers and job seekers on virtual job fair platforms and their best 		
practices. This is a different model from traditional job fairs.
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THE FUTURE: A range of realities, impacts, and responses
Prior to the arrival of COVID-19, the regions of Waterloo, Wellington and Dufferin were experiencing labour
and skills shortages across many industries. Many of the shortages were in the skilled trades profession,
general labour positions such as in manufacturing and food processing, as well as in more specialized fields like
information technology, sales, engineering and frontline health care services.
Much of the early research and data show that the pre-COVID-19 labour market trends and workforce
shortages that were occurring have resurfaced due to the pandemic. For example, in the rural communities of
Wellington and Dufferin County, which have strong agricultural and farming sectors, finding farm workers or
agricultural labourers was already a challenge for many where businesses used temporary foreign
worker programs to fill shortages. With the closure of borders and international travel, many farm and
agricultural businesses are facing heightened workforce challenges filling those available roles. The potential
on-set of a third wave (due mainly to the variants that spread faster) looks to make the 2021 growing season as
challenging for employers as the 2020 season if people cannot come into the country for work.
Worker shortages are the main reasons that the federal government is committed to bringing in 400,000 new
13
immigrants for the year 2021 and has dedicated extra financial support in its recent fiscal budget for this goal.
Although an increase in immigration numbers will be a much needed benefit to the labour markets going
forward, it will also be important to effectively integrate newcomers into the workforce so that both the
employers’ and employees’ needs are met. The industries which will benefit the most from newcomers include
manufacturing, health care and accommodation and food services.
Another pre-COVID labour force challenge is the demand for Personal Support Workers (PSW) and other health
care professionals. Prior to COVID-19, PSWs and nurses were in high demand with many long-term care
facilities and home support agencies looking to hire. Employers and employees continue to report an uptick
in workers leaving these roles due to burnout and fatigue and because of the health concerns stemming from
having to work in an environment with higher chances of viral infections. The development of vaccines may
help to ease some of the fears around health in these environments, but professional burnouts will need to be
addressed to encourage people back into the sector.
Technology based positions will also be in greater demand in the next 12-24 months as more industries are
turning to technology for sustainability, business growth and to tap into new markets. As expected, many roles
will be in the IT sector, but some organizations and employers will also turn to in-house technology for service
delivery which could translate into more demand for IT and software workers across industry.
The food services and retail sector will continue to slow and suffer if lockdowns remain and businesses are
forced to open and close repeatedly. In some cases, businesses have said they will not re-open during open
periods as the number of patrons allowed to dine-in cannot support the business staying open. In the next
12-24 months, if businesses re-open and the industry returns to pre-pandemic sales, it is possible that those
businesses that had to cut back will have difficulty finding the necessary workers to keep up with demand.
Many of the industry’s workers are being targeted by re-training programs and may leave this industry for jobs
in other sectors or fields of work.
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The food services and retail sector has also experienced a significant shift in terms of consumer behaviour.
Eating and dining patterns have changed with more consumers relying on on-line ordering systems for food
and grocery delivery as well as for other products.14 Restaurants have had to adapt to a takeout model for most
of their orders and sales while having to rely on delivery system companies to fulfill orders and to deliver the
food to their customers. Retail businesses have also had to go to online platforms with curbside pickups and
home deliveries as they were the only options available during the lockdown periods. This has had
significant impacts on many businesses in terms of sales and their staffing levels.
Working-from-home shifted employment behaviour and work structures for many industries. This has altered
the way people think in terms of where they live and work. The ability to work from home is of course limited
to certain industries and position types. A recent survey conducted by Maru/Blue on behalf of ADP
Canada found that 45 percent of working Canadians surveyed stated that they would prefer working remotely
at least three days a week.15 This has reinvigorated the conversation regarding “work-life balance” and what this
means for both employers and employees and their health. It seems the pandemic has altered office work and
both employers and employees will have to consider how those changes shift finding and retaining talent.
In November 2020, Statistics Canada indicated 25.6% of all unemployed people – 443,000 Canadians – were
considered to be long-term unemployed, defined as being unemployed for 27 weeks or more.16 In December
2020, a Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) report found that long-term unemployment had increased a staggering
250% since the start of the pandemic.17 These people will need more supports to re-engage with the labour
market.
The effects of COVID-19 have certainly caused many businesses and industries to think a new and change
existing business models. Businesses willingly, or unwillingly, have been looking at alternative and creative
ways of running their businesses and organizations. Moving the business online or changing products and
services have been some of the most common changes in businesses. These techniques may become industry
norms and processes even after the pandemic as consumers may expect these services to continue. This
value-added growth and innovation, due to the restructuring of consumer behaviour, will shift employment
and business models.
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Part III

Post-Pandemic
Economic
Scenarios

Critical Uncertainties
The scenario planning process required this project to develop two clear critical uncertainties as focal points of
each scenario. Examining the labour markets under the current COVID-19 pandemic conditions, key industry
stakeholders and employers were interviewed and consulted. Their feedbacks guided this research towards
over 100 key factors which were further organized into 11 critical uncertainties. These 11 critical uncertainties
were reviewed and discussed in detail with industry stakeholders and with the Waterloo, Wellington and
Dufferin Scenario Planning Committee to identify the two most important and pressing critical uncertainties
which are expected to have the greatest impacts on the region’s labour market and workforce in the coming
12-24 months. The two most important critical uncertainties which were identified include:

1)
2)

The availability of people with basic skills for employers and industry
Business cash flow and ability to stay open

Critical Uncertainty #1
The availability of people with basic skills for employers and industry
We found in our discussions that employers were concerned about finding the necessary people they needed
for their businesses. These were some of the issues that businesses and stakeholders were experiencing as it
relates to the first critical uncertainty.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

People choosing not to participate in the workforce for multiple reasons (ex. personal health, care
commitments) – women, older workers, persons with disabilities
Newcomers not coming into the country or delayed – international students, temporary foreign workers
and there is a reliance on these workers in many industries
Workers being lost to other industries and self-employment
Job seekers lacking relevant work experience in growth industries
Lack of digital literacy skills to use technology for work and learning
Re-skilling needed as people do not have skills to transfer to other opportunities
Safety limits mean hiring more people, demand for product or service, employee turnover
Employers hiring for minimum wage or temporary workers having hard time finding people
If employers let people go because of declining business, there is fear that they will not return and will
need to hire new people or can’t find new people
Cross-community competition for newcomer talent when borders re-open
Some older workers are not retiring and are not secure financially or have been coaxed to stay because it is
hard to find replacements for them

We are tracking the following indicators
Unemployment rates and numbers
Not in Labour Force numbers and Participation Rates
Employment levels by sector
Short-term indicator: Employment data by age and gender
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Critical Uncertainty #2
Business cash flow and ability to stay open
Many businesses, even ones that were still operating, were very concerned about their cash flow and their
ability to keep their doors open. These were some of the trends and issues that businesses and stakeholders
were experiencing as it relates to the second critical uncertainty.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revenues are down in arts, accommodation and food and retail
Businesses cannot take on more debt/loans that governments are offering
Small businesses will face tax bills and loans coming due December 31, 2022
Paying overtime to staff who are doing extra hours to cover for staff who cannot be there is cutting 		
into cash flow
Lack of sponsorship for not-for-profits and charities is affecting cash flow
Not-for-profits could have budget cuts due to government deficit
Funded organizations who have fewer clients this year may get less funds next year even though
demand may increase
Rent relief is hard to get and feels too burdensome for many to apply
Businesses are frustrated they are paying rent and cannot be in their buildings
Employers are having to shift their product and offerings to stay alive
Pessimism about after-Christmas business in client and consumer-based services – how do we plan? 		
What will the January letdown look like? How long will it go on?
Businesses lack cash flow, supplies costing more, staffing needs to remain at certain level to maintain
client base
Businesses having to reduce hours means they do less work which results in less revenue
Consumer confidence is affecting in-person businesses - people less likely to come in, unsure if it is safe,
unsure if other consumers will follow rules
Consumer behaviour has shifted expectations for on-line service and how they want to interact with 		
businesses
Shift in customer base such as hotels serving construction sector instead of tourists with closed
borders, downtown food operations face fewer customers with fewer people working in core
Spending money to find business and customers
Lack of business-to-business sales
Christmas and wedding banquets all cancelled and uncertainty around 2021 wedding season

Indicators
Business openings and closures (experimental tool with Statistics Canada)
Business counts to determine if businesses in a given industry are reducing workforce numbers in an attempt
to stay open
Online job postings (findyourjob.ca)
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Scenario Matrix

High cash flow
Low cash flow
Ability of Business to Stay Open
Availability of Skilled Workforce

High availability

Low availability

Based on the possible interactions between the two identified critical uncertainties, the Waterloo, Wellington
and Dufferin Scenario Planning Committee has drafted the four following scenarios:

Scenario 1:
Low availability of
skilled people &
Low cash flow and
unable to stay open

Scenario 3:
Low availability of
skilled people &
High cash flow and
able to stay open

Scenario 2:
Low cash flow and
unable to stay open
& High availability
of skilled people

Scenario 4:
High cash flow and
able to stay open
& High availability
of skilled people

Please note the following:
● These scenarios ARE:
o
Stories - hypothetical narratives that represent probable realities.
o
Descriptive of the entire economy, not just a specific sector. Within each of these scenarios, 		
		
each sector will experience varying levels and types of impacts, contingent on the global 			
		
evolution of the COVID-19 crisis, and also contingent on the impacts of other local sectors.
o
The outcome of global and national trends that are beyond our control. What would be within 		
		
our control is how we, as a community, react to the challenges and opportunities that emerge in
		
each scenario.
o
A first version of scenarios. They are meant to start a conversation about how Waterloo,
		
Wellington and Dufferin could overcome challenges and seize opportunities in each of these 		
		
potential futures.
● These scenarios ARE NOT:
o
Predictions about the future. For now, we are not suggesting which of these scenarios is more 		
		
likely.
o
Complete. We rely on community and industry partners to complete the image of what these 		
		
possible scenarios might look like.
o
Final. We will adapt these as the situation evolves. Specific scenarios may be reformulated, 		
		
ruled out, or added in the future.
o
Attributions of value or likelihood. We are also not suggesting which scenario is better than the 		
		
other.
● All scenarios present opportunities for growth. Depending on the scenario, economic growth for the region
is simply a matter of how, when, and in what activities.
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Scenario 1: Low Availability of People with Basic Skills for Employers and
Industry & Low Business Cash Flow and Unable to Stay Open
Scenario Overview:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business cannot purchase products, run lines or hire staff
Lay-offs increase in length and frequency as time progresses
Temporary lay-offs become permanent and pay-outs need to be paid thereby further reducing cash 		
flow
Unemployed workers do not have skills to transition to growth industries
Participation rates decline for youth, women and immigrants because they do not find jobs they can do
Official unemployment numbers are low and participation rates are low, fewer people are looking for 		
work, and with no success, could remove people from the official unemployment numbers
Businesses choose to go overseas for cheaper labour – IT, possibly affecting manufacturing, finance, call
centres, pharma/lab work
Lower consumer spending as more people not working/participating which could affect discretionary 		
industry staffing
Lower investment – companies do not expand – no new people needed
More demand for academic upgrading programs
People choose not to engage in employment, education or training because they do not see the jobs 		
out there
Co-op program placements are rare and affect student’s ability to build workplace experience and skills
Effects on postsecondary programs include people pursuing re-training with no positions available or 		
more people seeking advanced degrees in hopes it will lead to opportunity
International students stay home if borders remain closed or programs go online
People pursue training and with a lack of available positions so it sets back their ability to build future 		
skills
Ontario Works and Ontario Disability Support Program caseloads increase as people lose EI or do not 		
qualify
Government funding to job search organizations are impacted – with few opportunities to transition 		
into jobs/little to no job growth, clients may not participate in programs, and services would be 			
affected which would result in funding being re-structured
Population declines as people relocate to find work
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Current and Projected Skills Shortages
Manufacturing: In this scenario, manufacturing businesses face skills and labour
shortages combined with cash flow issues due to decreased sales, increased cost for
inventory and supplies and a lack of available supplies. Some manufacturing
businesses would face supply chain difficulties and some cannot run lines as they lack
staff. The declining participation rates of youth and women, with a lack of immigrants
coming in, will affect the availability of labour for the manufacturing industry.
Furthermore, with respect to immigration, the closures of borders and travel restrictions
would considerably affect labour supply for manufacturers given the important role
newcomers and immigrants play in this sector. Skilled trades shortages would also be a
concern especially for millwrights, electricians and machinist roles. Enrollment in
manufacturing training programs has been low and will continue to affect the supply of
labour in this industry. These programs are necessary, as employers look to find
productive solutions due to lack of labour (which may also cut into revenues) and new
roles would require more technical knowledge and experience.
Construction: Moving forward, many of the smaller communities across Waterloo
Wellington and Dufferin have subdivisions planned on their outskirts and many of these
properties are being bought by those who are leaving more expensive cities and have
decided to commute or can work from home. This continued demand for housing across
the area is fuelling the demand for construction trades. The larger employers in ICI
Construction are also facing shortages in tradespeople, general labour, and in some cases,
AZ drivers. Therefore, there is increased demand for people in this sector. In some cases,
this could slow down construction, decreasing revenues and create a situation where
companies may not be able to meet their contractual obligations in a timely manner and
where labour costs may rise as fewer people are available. Any potential penalties and
increased labour costs would reduce profitability and would affect the ability of
businesses to remain open.
Public Administration: Public administration is in an odd situation in this scenario where
it is finding it is laying off workers while also hiring for other positions. Public
transportation operators and drivers are one of the occupational groups that may face
increasing lay-offs as ridership has decreased due to concerns around COVID-19.
Public health measures to ensure all riders wear masks has helped the situation, but not
enough to prevent job losses. Program activity staff and staff that support community
centres have also seen job losses as student camps and youth programs are not currently
running. These are normally jobs that recreation-trained staff and young people are
interested in working in. Once those programs can run again, there may be an increase in
part-time and casual staff being brought back if budgets can handle the expense. On the
other hand, those communities that run health care facilities have identified that they are
continuing to recruit and need PSWs and registered practical nurses to provide front-line
support to residents in their care. As mentioned in the health care section, these
positions are difficult to recruit for due to lack of supply. Government debt will also drive
how this sector can operate and what positions may need to be cut if local government
needs to find efficiencies and face reduced tax revenues from other industries having to
close.
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RECOVER Stage: September 2020 to August 2021
The recovery stage for this scenario is expected to begin when vaccines are more widespread. Successful
administration across the Region, age cohorts and occupations is not expected for months. Given that the
recovery stage is considered as the “new normal” with a gradual return towards pre-COVID-19 levels of
activity, this can only be realized if it is safe to do so for everyone, including businesses and consumers. As
more people are vaccinated and feel safe to return to work, a gradual increase in the availability of skilled
people is expected. There is also a hope that with a vaccine, there will be an uptick in consumer activity and
businesses can begin to fully re-open ─ bringing back staff and start recovering. With more available labour in
this stage, businesses are going to see more demand from consumers and have more access to talent and skills
which would drive business growth and productivity. However, the various health and safety protocols will
continue to be in place until all variants are addressed including limited seating, physical distancing and
masking. This will continue to limit a full re-opening for some time.

Early RESILIENCE stage: Early 2022
At this stage, it is expected that the overall economy approaches pre-COVID-19 levels in terms of GDP and
employment. Businesses would be able to stay open without concerns around consumer confidence and low
cash flow and can instead focus on potential business growth. With this, it is anticipated that supply and
demand levels in the labour markets would create strong employment in growth industries. There would still
be some shortages in labour, but as new industries and businesses emerge, there will also be increased
demand for education and training to upgrade skills and transition the workforce into new job types. With
international travel shifting towards pre-COVID-19 levels and the slow re-opening of borders, immigration
levels will slowly grow at this stage as well with the Government of Canada continuing with its program of
higher immigration numbers. Many industries and businesses, will be more cautious or calculated in terms of
how they expand, how they take on expenses, where they source materials from and how many staff they hire.
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Recommendations for businesses in this scenario
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue accessing government support and funds while being mindful of the business’s debt-to-equity
ratio and plan for December 31, 2022 repayment timelines
Retain staff as long as possible while working with government services for employee wage subsidies 		
and job sharing programs (Service Canada provides support as do provincial programs)
Incorporate healthy workplaces as tools for recruiting and retaining employees
Develop innovative hiring and retention policies while updating existing talent acquisition programs
Diversify and look for creative methods of sales and operating given the new challenges as well as the 		
increased new opportunities ─ consider how local supply chains can be built
Incorporate technology and workforce improvements to the business operations ─ automation
supports through provincial programs, upskilling workers for shifting programs/products through
Canada-Ontario Job Grant and other programs
Work with employment servicing agencies to hire underrepresented talent such as youth, women, 		
immigrants and peoples with disabilities while benefiting from wage support programs offered through 		
these agencies

Recommendations for new policies, investments, programs and
supports
•
•
•

Identify industries of growth and demand and tie re-skilling funding to them
Promote programs that are in demand by employers. Identify industries and skill sets in demand
Support businesses around diversifying into new markets and products and new
technologies
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Scenario 2: Low Business Cash Flow and Unable to Stay Open & High
Availability of People with Basic Skills for Employers and Industry
Scenario Overview:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unemployment high – many struggle to find work as companies are not hiring
Intense competition for available roles
Increase in precarious and gig work as employers do not want to commit to full-time workers and its
associated costs (benefits, vacation, etc.)
People looking job search support more than before
More people look at self-employment as an option in the short-term due to lack of jobs
People pursue re-training and upskilling to access available roles and growth industries
Employers not seeking as many people internationally
Less engagement between industry and programs such as the Federal Skilled Worker Program
Wages may decline/stagnate as they cannot afford payroll shifts
Employers who make materials may need to cut production costs (including labour)
Employers who buy cheaper materials may be able to keep staff or grow
Low investment in future contracts with suppliers which means layoffs
Those that are self-employed may face issues with keeping operations open
“Brain drain” and an export of talent to communities/countries where there are more available jobs
Government coffers affected due to increased Employment Insurance and Ontario Works

Current and Projected Skills Shortages
Healthcare: For the regions of Waterloo, Wellington and Dufferin, the
healthcare industry would experience a higher availability of skilled
people as it relates to this scenario. As more skilled people are
available and looking for work, it is expected that more healthcare
workers will be looking for employment. If COVID-19 continues with
the associated health risks and new variants, the health care industry
would be among the industries which will continue employing more
people. The health risks will still cause some workers to disengage and
leave this industry. However, as vaccinations continue, the healthcare
industry will continue to have higher vaccination rates when compared
to other workplaces. This could provide added safety to the healthcare
industry which would help retain workers and increase the
availability of skills and labour. Businesses in this industry may not
experience cash flow issues if they can meet contract and legislative
obligations. Also, if people began to remove themselves from the
industry, wages may be forced to go higher.
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Construction: In this scenario, construction would be able to find
the labourers it needs to meet demand and contract obligations.
There would be increased opportunities for the workforce to seek
training in the skilled trades as more candidates and labour would
be available for work. Employers and employees may experience a
slowdown in wage growth and the cost of labour as more people
and skills are available. Depending on the price of materials,
increased material and overhead costs can off-set savings in
cheaper labour for some employers. This may help businesses
continue to maintain current revenue with costs being transferred
to customers. More available skilled people in the construction
industry would also result in more people becoming
sub-contractors and self-employed with their own construction and
contracting business.
Public administration: With this scenario, we would most likely
see an increase in people accessing Ontario Works supports which
would affect public administration coffers – both as they seek to
support people and as they need staff to process and support
applicants. If more businesses were to close and tax revenues lost,
while people needed financial support due to job losses, it could
create a situation where local governments would have to consider
lay-offs in non-essential services which in turn would affect the
programming and services offered. If people also left the
community to pursue opportunities outside the region, this could
also mean a reduction in household tax revenues on top of lowered
business tax revenues.

RECOVER Stage: September 2020 to August 2021
The recovery stage in this scenario would be a gradual return towards pre-COVID-19 economic levels with new
procedures and measures becoming the norm. High rates of unemployment across industries due to
business closures will result in increased competition for available positions with employers having a larger
pool of candidates to choose from. Upskilling may be required to help people continue learning and to gain
knowledge and experience while looking for work. Higher rates of unemployment could push more
people into precarious and gig work as well as force people into self-employment. As more people look for
work, we could see wage stagnation, or a possible wage decline, as the supply and demand, as well as cost of
labour, will be more favourable to those industries who can continue to operate.
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Early RESILIENCE stage: Early 2022
With the re-opening of certain industries, employers may find that some workers are reluctant to enter
full-time employment while others embrace it. These employers may need to meet the needs of these
individual workers if these wish to retain them. As businesses experience growth, they will be able to
stabilize, increase their cash flows and stay open. This growth could result in business expansions which will
lead to competition between businesses and industries for the necessary skills and talent to support their
growth. With some segments of the workforce working as self-employed contractors or gig workers, this shift
could see some competition emerge for those available skilled workers looking for work. In this stage, with
improved economic activity, the unemployment rate would start to fall to a healthier level while participation
stays strong.

Recommendations for businesses in this scenario
•
•
•
•
•

Identify roles in your organization that are key to continued business to ensure those employed in 		
those positions remain staffed
Identify roles that are exposed to gig work or that could be employed by contract-based workers and 		
reconfigure those roles
Develop strong supply chain relationships that can withstand closed borders and economic shifts
Review job descriptions to ensure transferable skills are identified and best fit requirements are evident
Consider current skills mix to identify work contracts that can be pursued and where training
investments will be needed in order to secure future work

Recommendations for new policies, investments, programs and
supports
•
•
•

Supports for gig and contract workers to determine how to successfully build their business
Develop a type of support system for precarious and gig workers to get them through “down
periods” of employment – may mean revisions to Employment Insurance, move to worker
consortiums
Develop a central system for training opportunities: location, type and pricing so that workers can
ensure training will be valuable
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Scenario 3: Low Availability of People with Basic Skills for Employers and
Industry & High Business Cash Flow and Able to Stay Open
Scenario overview:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Government support to workers may impact ability of some industries to fill lower wage jobs
Lower unemployment rates as more people are working
Businesses have money to invest and win contracts but lack workers to fulfill projects
Higher participation rates with most people working
Clients accessing upgrading or job search services have more challenges to overcome and need more
support with those who have needed skills being employed
Not enough participants to run job search sessions – redeploy resources to getting them into work and 		
to support employer training (eg. Canada-Ontario Job Grant)
Youth without skills/education struggle as candidates with more skills and experience secure
positions – therefore youth need supports and skills development programs to get into roles
Less skilled workers struggle to find positions while higher skilled workers have more opportunities
Growth industries connecting with more job seeker resources to find people with necessary skills
Businesses seeking support to up-skill current workers to take on in-demand roles
Businesses looking for more international talent through temporary foreign workers and Federal Skilled
Worker programs
Businesses looking to connect more with student and co-op programs to attract workers
Companies paying less will struggle to find people to fill roles resulting in workers having more control 		
over employment and compensation
More people move to the region to fill skills gap
Retaining workers becomes an issue for employers
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Current and Projected Skills Shortages
Healthcare: This scenario is a return to the labour market situation
pre-pandemic, with employers and industries competing for talent.
There will be more choices for workers to choose from. Pay increases
will be needed to compensate for the work required so that the
opportunities remain competitive. Furthermore, if COVID-19 continues
posing health and safety challenges to frontline healthcare workers, it
is expected that many will leave this industry or transition into other
sectors ─ resulting in further hiring and retention challenges for this
industry.
Manufacturing: The manufacturing industry in this scenario will face
significant skills shortages as well as a difficulties hiring for general
labour and entry level roles. This shortage is currently already being
experienced in the manufacturing industry which will worsen
significantly if the availability of skilled people further reduces.
Manufacturing businesses which are able to stay open and continue
with strong sales and cash flow will be able to pay higher wages and
salary to retain and attract talent. Those sub-industries that pay lower
wages or have more difficult work environments will likely face
further challenges hiring and retaining labour. Some industries may
need to consider investments into robotics and automation to off-set
this declining labour supply. This shift will in turn require a different
skill set with a very different pay scale that will need to be secured.
Construction: Skilled trade and labour shortages will result in existing
staff working more hours with fewer down periods. Employers in this
scenario may find that staff decide to become sub-contractors and
demand more money for the work that they had previously done for
less, thereby tightening staffing budgets or cutting into revenues for
projects. If labour continues to be hard to find, it could delay
construction projects and result in contract penalties if businesses do
not meet targets. This, in turn, could hurt the securing of future
contracts for many in the industry as they cannot find the necessary
labour to complete projects.
Public administration: In this scenario, we may not see the same fears
around budget restraints for public administration. Areas where there
may be issues with finding people would be in the government run
health care facilities where compensation would have to keep pace
with what other health care providers and the private sector are
offering, especially with frontline workers. Another area where there
may be shortages would be around finding transportation drivers as
well as snow plow operators. This may increase some government
spending lines around labour and hiring costs which would affect
overall budgets.
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RECOVER Stage: September 2020 to August 2021
The recovery stage for this scenario is going to include a need to look at what happened prior to the pandemic
and how we can create a better balance within the labour markets. With businesses able to stay open and
continue with positive levels of cash flow, the availability of more skilled and trained workers will be essential.
This will mean renewed interest in attracting workers, locally and internationally, who are a fit for the
opportunities available. This stage will also see more people enter the workforce and look for work when they
think it is safe to do so. With many new opportunities, those employers who best market themselves and
identify transferable skills which they can employ will be successful in attracting talent. This would allow
employers to expand and grow their business and attract more skilled labour for the region.

Early RESILIENCE stage: Early 2022
As businesses continue to grow, they will need people and will need to provide opportunities to their staff
to move into areas of demand where they have traditionally had issues in finding talent. Businesses need to
better connect to those programs that will help them build their workforce from work-integrated learning
entry-level roles to supervisory and skilled roles. Training needs to become part of the budget for many as they
continue to grow and see the need for constant development of their workforces so that they can maintain
growth.
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Recommendations for businesses in this scenario
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify staff who could be re-skilled or upskilled in the event of a skills and labour shortage
Secure funding such as the Canada-Ontario Job Grant to help with re-skilling initiatives for employees
Develop career paths for various roles so staff can see how their careers can progress and where
education and training may be needed to achieve their career goals
Ensure an online presence and business is ready to adapt to changing consumer behaviour
Connect with more education and training providers to access the best talent while building brand 		
recognition
Use Work Integrated Learning (WIL) programs to recruit and engage students and to develop business 		
brand awareness
Gather data around compensation and understand where your job opportunities are on the pay
spectrum
Incorporate healthy workplaces as tools for recruitment and retention
Train supervisors and managers around people management as part of retention strategy
Examine talent acquisition and retention policies, consider any lessons learned from the pandemic and 		
its effects on human resources
Review and develop new strategic business plans and undertake contingency planning in light of the
lessons learned from the pandemic

Recommendations for new policies, investments, programs and
supports
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fund longer-term training opportunities (closer to 24 months) that would let people re-train for more 		
skilled roles that may be in high demand and offer better pay
Make more wage data available for employers and communities to determine how they are
comparing to each other and where to invest in future training
Tie training to labour market information and demand and to trainee’s anticipated area of search
Incentivize trainees to undertake training and upskilling for in-demand employment positions
Provide increased support and programs around digital training and upskilling for businesses based on 		
lessons learned and trends which have emerged because of the pandemic
Develop faster accreditation opportunities and professional internship roles for internationally trained 		
professionals
Better communication around skilled trades and apprenticeship career opportunities with messaging to
youth and adults
Expand Work Integrated Learning (WIL) opportunities to include more businesses and industries which 		
may not have participated in such programs
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Scenario 4: High Availability of People with Basic Skills for Employers
and Industry & High Business Cash Flow and Able to Stay Open
Scenario overview:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher participation rates as people want to work, and can work
More skilled people are looking for work, unemployment rates maybe higher if business hiring does 		
not keep up with participation rates
Higher unemployment rates among lower skilled clients as more skilled people available to work
Under-represented groups struggle to find employment in their field as they may be overlooked
Government and businesses begin to hire more to keep up with businesses and services demand
Businesses do not rely as heavily on immigrants as skilled people are already in the country
Frontline workers who may have left their jobs during the pandemic return to the labour market
Older workers struggle to find work or are forced into retirement due to higher worker engagement 		
numbers by other segments of the workforce
Youth with lower skills or experience struggle as more experienced people secure jobs
Companies invest in people and resources as they have the cash flow to expand and grow
Potential start-ups and investments would grow
Companies control the employment relationships which could supress compensation benefits
Wages stagnate as employers can let go those staff that cost more and find cheaper labour
replacements
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Current and Projected Skills Shortages
Healthcare: The healthcare industry for the regions of Waterloo, Wellington and Dufferin in this scenario
would experience a high availability of skilled labour looking for work as well continued business growth due to
higher cash flows and ability to stay open. With lower or eliminated COVID-19 infection rates, the region would
experience a more balanced supply and demand of healthcare workers which would include PSWs returning
back to work and re-engaging with the industry. With the ability of businesses and industries being able to stay
open in this scenario, such a situation would be related to diminished COVID-19 infection rates which would
provide motivation and confidence for PSWs and nurses to return to work who may have left the industry due
to heath concerns. However, given the effects of COVID-19 on society, there could be a decrease in the amount
of people accessing and engaging in health care services. This could put a damper on the rate of growth and
hiring in hospitals and other health facilities if there is stagnation in the number of patients they receive.
Manufacturing: The manufacturing industry in the region would experience higher growth rates and
expansions in this scenario as they would have a high availability of skilled people looking for work as well as
higher cash flows with the ability to keep their businesses open. Given that the region, especially Waterloo
Region and Guelph, have a higher concentration of manufacturing business, this scenario would help boost
economic activity in these areas as businesses could continue investing in growth and expansion as they would
expect to have higher revenues and better cash flow. The high availability of skilled workers would also help
this industry find the talent and labour it needs ─ especially from its current recruitment challenges it faces.
However, given that in this scenario most industries growing, the manufacturing industry would face
competition from other industries for skilled talent. For example, the manufacturing industry could
experience competition for software engineers and IT professionals as other industries would be recruiting for
these roles as well. With higher local talent available, there would be a decrease in the need for temporary
foreign workers and programs such as the Federal Skilled Worker program to source this industry. Job seekers
such as youth, peoples with disabilities and older workers could also see less engagement and hiring from this
industry. COVID-19 has accelerated businesses and industries dependence and engagement with technology
which is expected to increase in this scenario due to increased cash flows. Therefore, it is expected
manufacturing businesses would invest more in automation and robotics which in turn would result in less
hiring of people in this scenario in the long term.
Construction: The region’s construction industry would experience a significant boost in this scenario due to
higher cash flows and the availability skilled people. Currently, the main challenge for this industry is the lack
of available skilled labour which is resulting in lower rates of expansion and growth as well as completion times
for residential and commercial projects. With the high availability of skilled workers and high cash flow,
businesses in the construction industry will take on more projects and expand and grow their companies.
According to a recent study by the Ontario Construction Secretariat, almost 50% of respondents stated that
finding skilled labour has become more difficult due to COVID-19.18 With difficulties finding labour, the
construction industry is limited to how many projects they can undertake and how fast they can complete their
projects. With more skilled labour available, as well as increased revenues, the construction industry would be
able to take on an expanded workforce and provide more fulltime positions.
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RECOVER Stage: September 2020 to August 2021
With higher levels of skilled people available to work and higher business cash flows, this scenario will not fully
optimize on its potential due to the lingering of the pandemic and its health effects. As vaccines become
widespread and infection rates decrease, the recover stage will be in a better position in terms of people
engaging with the labour markets and businesses re-opening and going back to full capacity. Businesses will
need people and those people will be available. This increased competition to attract people and having
multiple job offers could drive up wages temporarily. If demand continues to be high, wages may slow and
even stagnate.

Early RESILIENCE stage: Early 2022
At this stage with the reopening of businesses and borders, more people will engage with the labour
markets while consumer spending increases. Businesses will capitalize on the higher availability of skilled
people looking for work and their higher cash flows. As revenues begin to increase, businesses will not want to
risk this growth due to negligence or lack of preparedness. Some of the health and safety measures currently
in place may carry on to the early resilience stage. Workers may see wages slow here as businesses attempt to
save money or use it to upgrade the business instead of investing back into the talent pool.

Recommendations for businesses in this scenario
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Invest in diversity and training programs to better incorporate all potential workers
Invest in skills training so employees can continue upgrading
Re-invest in business growth and expansion
Improve training in sales, customer service and relationship building as more businesses will 			
compete for customers
Identify key roles that should be retained in this labour market so the turnover is minimized
Identify and minimize the effects of turnover in your company
Develop job profiles that would identify roles that could appeal to gig workers

Recommendations for new policies, investments, programs and
supports
•
•
•
•
•

Update employment laws so that all groups of workers have equal access to employment
Update or develop protections for gig and contract workers
Monitor wage growth to determine if economic activity is creating wage stagnation
Create programming that encourages businesses to take risks in a safe way (especially if risks are 		
viewed negatively due to the pandemic)
Funding to off-set upgrade costs so that businesses can continue to invest in payroll line
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PART IV

RECOMMENDATIONS

Extensive consultation with over 75 stakeholders across Waterloo Region, Wellington County and Dufferin
County resulted in several key recommendations for government, education and training providers, local
service organizations and stakeholders, and employers. A brief outline of each recommendation is provided.
With the existing uncertainties and changing nature of the pandemic, recommendations will be reviewed and
updated based on new developments.

Government
1. Provide and develop a database of in-demand skills and labour market information that will guide funding
and programming. This data can help tie training and funding opportunities to the skills in-demand
database. This will improve and benefit existing labour market information and create opportunities for
re-skilling and training. Being able to better identify and match job skills and jobs in-demand will be critical in
the post-pandemic economy.
2. Develop grants and programs for small and medium-sized enterprises around diversifying their
workforce. Connect employers to current information, best-practices and to programming and funding.
3. Develop a national child care strategy that incorporates the topics of cost, access and contingency plans for
future crises that may affect the labour force. Roughly half a million women have not returned back to work
as of January 2021 with another 100,000 women above of the age of 20 having exited the labour markets all
19
together.
4. More awareness and support for mental health from a policy and programming level. More campaigns and
awareness around mental health and where help and support can be found that could combat social isolation
and pressure. This needs to be supported with mental health well-being initiatives, mental health leave
policies and paid sick leaves which need to be available for all workers.
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5. Continuing working to improve the Innovation Corridor given its important potential for access to
talent and employment throughout southwestern Ontario. The Innovation Corridor has been highlighted by
both employers and economic development professionals as being a creative and much needed initiative for
the future of the region. This will not only help with the transfer of goods and services for Ontario, but it will
also provide better access to transportation networks and labour.
6. Develop regulations and supports around precarious and gig work and safe workplaces as these type of
jobs will increasingly become more common throughout the economy. Government should ensure that such
workers have equal rights, especially in times of uncertainty and difficulty as the COVID-19 pandemic has
shown. Moreover, low-income workers need paid time for sick leave. Without this support, we will continue
seeing people not wanting to get tested or take a leave if they are seriously ill because they cannot afford to
leave their work which will result in the spread of viruses and prolong pandemics.
7. Develop better internet access and broadband networks for rural regions given the shifts to online
working and online shopping. The current technical challenges of internet services in rural areas have created a
digital divide between urban and rural demographics and industries. While small towns are seeing growing
investments, more funding will be needed to support rural regional growth.
8. Continue with fast-tracked immigration policies to settle newcomers in regions with employment
challenges. Canada still faces an aging workforce and declining birth rate which remain important issues
affecting the economy of the future, and immigrants will be vital to a prosperous economy. Housing strategies,
economic grants, job creation and growth will help better settle newcomers to the country.
9. Review the Temporary Foreign Worker program to determine where the program needs to shift to take
into account the challenges of global events. Is there a way to coordinate with other governments around
testing needs? Highlight the importance of the program to key local sectors, such as agriculture, and identify
what challenges those industry are having.
10. Review international student limitations around hiring. Currently, international students cannot
undertake work-integrated learning placements which provide valuable Canadian work experience and
expands businesses' local talent pools. Allowing industries to hire international students would be an
important source of labour for many industries.
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Education and Training Providers
1. Develop and created micro-credential training programs focused on industries in-demand and skills
necessary for the future. As micro-credential programs expand, education providers should work to offer a
wide array of such programs especially for those in mid-careers or looking to move into new industries. Short
and flexible training programs will be essential to quickly support uncertain labour markets and external
challenges such as was witnessed with the arrival of COVID-19.
2. Improve tools and research to study how training programs can better match employer needs and future
in-demand industries in the post-pandemic economy. This can involve creative and new methods for
partnerships between businesses, industries and training centres.
3. Colleges and Universities should expand their work integrated learning programs with a focus on success
rates and in-demand and growth industries with a focus on industries not previously engaged. Perhaps,
community coalitions and industry associations could be a source of these experiences where students could
tackle larger industry or community issues.
4. Invest in literacy and basic skills programming with a focus on upskilling, re-skilling and basic skills. We
need a workforce that can partake in all available opportunities. Ensuring the workforce has basic skills such as
communications, numeracy and digital skills, will help expand the talent pool and better prepare the
workforce going forward.
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Local and Regional Service Providers and Stakeholders
1. Develop local labour market councils to better coordinate research, services and labour market trends. This
will involve more communication and relationship building efforts between organizations, stakeholders and
employers so that research and programs remain relevant and inclusive. It will also continue the conversations
around labour market initiatives already underway.
2. Develop a centralized information centre or website which can provide needed information for job seekers
and employers. Employers have requested such an information centre or website which can help them
better, and more easily, access labour market information, programs and talent. Job seekers are also
continously seeking information on what is available, what careers to go to and what employers are hiring.
3. Develop programs that are more technology friendly and accessible for diverse clients. With the
pandemic forcing job searching online, from applications to hiring, it will be important for service providers to
update their services so the clients can get the necessary support they need in the post-pandemic economy.
This also means allowing programs to divert funds to supporting people through technology loaning programs.
4. Local workforce development organizations continue working with service providers and employers to
develop relevant labour market information and to identify in-demand industries and skills. Economic
development and BIAs should also continue communicating with businesses around competitive wages and
benefits so that they can help attract workers to various industries.
5. Focus and promote programs and services around the importance of soft skills for the future of work in
the region. More and more employers and research finds that soft skills will be important for a successful
workforce going into the future. Programs and services to develop skills such as communications, relationship
building, teamwork and conflict resolution should be given importance. Programs that already exist around
soft skills need further promotion. Where there are gaps in soft skills training, programming should be funded
for development.
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Employers
1. Update hiring and recruitment methods to better reflect the changing nature of the workforce and its
diversity. As there will be competition for talent, employers should look at shifting their recruitment
policies from job postings to the interview process. New talent pools can be identified through local
employment service providers, educators and trainers.
2. Inventory your existing staff’s skills sets and transferable skills to better prepare for changes and to
improve skill sets and competencies. This inventory will help businesses utilize current employees’ abilities
and find solutions in-house. This will also empower existing employees as change makers which could improve
motivation and workplace culture. Employers should also identify staff in their organizations who could be
re-skilled or upskilled for skills shortages within their organization.
3. Improve diversity and inclusion efforts and programs as this will be crucial for finding talent and retaining
employees. As competition for talent increases, those employers who commit to inclusivity will succeed at
developing a positive brand image of themselves and their products and services. Increasingly, more and more
workers state the importance of working for a purpose and for businesses that are committed to diversity,
equity and inclusion.
4. Provide flexible work options when possible. Flexible work or flex days have been popular among workers
during the pandemic as it has allowed many people to continue working through the various lockdowns.
According to a recent study, 44% of respondents aged 18 to 34 believed their employers will implement
flexible work policies in the coming years, including flextime and remote work.20
5 Offer more entry points for recent grads and underrepresented groups to gain employment within your
business. With increased competition for jobs, employers provide opportunities for those looking to work for
them. Many positions and internships require a rigourous process which is difficult for many to obtain.
Providing well-communicated entry points into organizations will be key to accessing talent and labour
supplies.
6. Increase consumer confidence. Consumers need to feel safe going back to shopping and dining.
New customer service training in this environment which focuses on creating this confidence will help workers
win back customers. Outline health and safety measures your business is committed to keep people safe will
be important.
7. Look for creative sales methods and operating procedures and consider how local supply chains can be
built. Take this moment to explore how to better incorporate technology and workforce improvements to
business operations. For example, automation supports through provincial programs, upskilling workers for
shifting programs/products through Canada-Ontario Job Grant and other programs will help business grow and
retain talent.
8. Growth industries should engage more in training and programs to communicate employment
opportunities. There is more employee and employment engagement needed from growth industries to
support the messaging that there are in-demand occupations in their industry. Data only offers one side of the
picture and more people need to connect with personnel and staff to understand a business and its jobs.
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Conclusion
The scenario planning report has outlined some of the effects of COVID-19 on the local labour force and
possible pathways for recovery going forward. This report has looked at the changing nature of the
workforce as it relates to the COVID-19 pandemic and what key factors have been impacting specific
industries. In Waterloo, Wellington Dufferin, the greatest concerns for a successful post-pandemic economy
revolve around:
1) The availability of people with basic skills for employers and industry
2) Business cash flow and the ability for businesses to stay open
The scenario matrix developed gave us four future scenarios which suggests ─ with some probability ─ what
the labour markets and economy may look like in the next 12-24 months. These four future labour market
scenarios are important and are strategic insights which can help guide planning and programs for the region’s
local labour markets.
One of the challenges of scenario planning is the recognition that such projects are only economic forecasts
which often times do not result in the anticipated scenarios or outcomes. However, this information gathering
and the projected scenarios or outcomes as outlined help local stakeholders, economic development
professionals and employers better identify and manage uncertainty and start to think about how they may
need to shift as the future emerges. Our community can be ready with a contingency of policies and plans
which can be put into action more quickly.
This report also provides recommendations to improve the recovery process for the post-pandemic economy
and labour markets using pieces from these scenarios. Government, education and training providers, local
and regional stakeholders, and employers have important roles in creating policies, programs and re-thinking
employment processes and opportunities as it relates to the region’s local labour markets. As an organization,
we look forward to assisting businesses and workforces to examine these scenarios, help build responses to
succeed beyond this pandemic and to support our economy and labour markets towards a full recovery.
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List of participating organizations (listed alphabetically)
Agilec
Business Development Bank of Canada
Bingemans
Business Centre Guelph-Wellington
Cambrige Hotel and Conference Centre
City of Guelph
City of Kitchener
CLAC and Herzing College
Conestoga College
Construction, Community organization
County of Wellington
DoubleTree Hotel
County of Dufferin
Excellence in Manufacturing Consortium
Explore Waterloo Region
Food processing
Town of Grand Valley
Guelph-Wellington Local Immigration Partnership
HSFX
Wellington Federation of Agriculture
Immigration Partnership of Waterloo Region
Innovation Guelph
Launch-It Minto
Lennox Farms
Manufacturing
Township of Melancthon
Town of Orangeville Economic Development
OSIM
Project Read
Region of Waterloo
Saugeen Economic Development Corporation
SMART Centre at Conestoga College
Taste Real Wellington
Theatre Orangeville
Tip Top Tailors
Town of Erin
Town of Minto
Town of Shelburne
Township of Centre Wellington
Township of Mapleton
Township of Wellington North
Township of Woolwich
Waterloo Business Improvement Association
Waterloo Catholic District School Board
Waterloo Economic Development Corporation
Wellington County
Wellington Waterloo Community Futures
Wilfrid Laurier Univeristy
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